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The complexity of the current workplace calls for ongoing research into a perennial dimension of organizational success - employee communication. This study was inspired by classical Allen Curve research conducted at MIT, which empirically showed a relationship between the physical proximity of employees and level of communication (Allen, 1977; Allen, 2007; Claudel, Massaro, Santi, Murray & Ratti, 2017). This research needs to be reexamined today, with a sample that goes beyond a predominantly male, engineering population to interdisciplinary workforces, and also considers the plethora of new communication tools existing that teams of architects, engineers, and interior designers use to communicate daily.

There is much that remains to be uncovered about interdisciplinary, intergenerational workplace communication, particularly in the realm of design. Therefore, this study aspired to gather employees' insights on communication methods related to the built environment and information transfer within a large interdisciplinary design firm in the
southeast United States by considering: (1) How do an employee’s characteristics influence their patterns of communication within this design team? (2) How does the design of this workplace impact patterns of communication?

To answer these questions, an onsite focus group was conducted to understand employees’ perspectives of workplace communications, including aspects of the built environment that may impede or enhance communication. The study also explored the role employee characteristics such as generational cohort, educational background, and proximity to the type of communication including face to face, desk phone, instant messenger, and email.

The findings identified emerging themes relating to the function of the workplace, preferred communication method, and barriers to communication. These results will inform a larger study that includes additional workplace locations and involves communication mapping analysis, self-reported employee communication survey, and focus groups. Focus groups will be organized by key study variables including the addition of gender, team role, and organizational tenure.
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